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WHAT TO EXPECT: TRY THE TREND EVENT 
Welcome to your limited edition 2022: Year In Review report. If you’re receiving this, you’ve RSVPed to our Try the 
Trend Event on Wednesday, November 9th. We’re so excited for you to join us as we reflect on the beauty past and look 
to the future. 

In this report, you’ll get a preview of the trends we’ll be covering — and trying — at the event. Get the most out of your 
Try the Trend Event experience by diving deep into the historical context of these trends and their impact on beauty 
consumers in 2022. 

At the event, we’re going to explore and test out the trends in this presentation and offer a sneak peek of beauty trends 
to come in 2023. We’ll also take a look at the evolution of beauty, and how it’s shifted from the traditional into an 
industry-bending Beauty Awakening. 

Have any questions? Don’t hesitate to reach out. Otherwise, we will see you at the event!

https://partiful.com/e/53gtOQBTMP3RUzdeewJx
https://partiful.com/e/53gtOQBTMP3RUzdeewJx


2022: YEAR IN REVIEW
2022 in beauty started off strong. Makeup especially saw increased enthusiasm as consumers leaned into their 
post-lockdown lifestyles. Consumers even maintained an interest in some of their favorite skincare trends from the 
significant skincare self-education era of 2020, leaning into dermatologist-approved routines with tretinoin and 
sunscreen. 

However, over the last couple of months, a turbulent economic climate and uncertainty have begun to take their toll on 
consumers’ psyches, leading to a decline in beauty searches overall. As we reflect on this and other factors contributing 
to lower interest in beauty, we’re also reviewing the trends from our 2022 Predicted Trends Report, including what we 
got right and where we missed the mark. As with everything, though, there is nuance, and we’re excited to explore that 
with you.

Want more updates on future beauty trends? Start your free trial today, and be among the first to hear about our 
upcoming 2023 Predicted Trends Report.

Thank you, 

Olivier and Yarden, co-founders of Spate

https://www.spate.nyc/spate-2022-trends-report
https://meetings.hubspot.com/spatenyc/trial-activation?utm_campaign=Newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8U_1zzri9_ApxZypokR2TZ_ACD95lZGyVPRhgh8PwSNc1NK7DsKIyfdhMGH6ntY9UAdWTP


METHODOLOGY

+20B beauty related 
search signals in the US

Unsupervised machine 
learning to identify clusters

Trends classification for 
insights and implications

At Spate, we analyze over 20 billion search signals to identify which beauty products are most top of mind for 
consumers.  Why search data? Every time a user types a query into the search bar, they are sharing what is top 
of mind for them — often including concerns, questions, and context they might not share elsewhere. Spate 
captures billions of queries that project an unbiased lens on real consumer behaviors and needs. 



THE 
METRICS:
DATA
TRANSLATION

 Volume:
Monthly search volume averaged over 
the last 12 months

YoY: 
Year-over-Year growth rate comparing 
the latest 12 months vs. previous 12 
months growth rate



2022: A BEAUTY OVERVIEW
After almost two years in lockdown, consumers showed promise in interest for the beauty category. The rise in searches 
for face makeup products, and newer year-round interest in suncare solutions demonstrated that consumers were 
ready to double down on beauty this year. However, that did not last long — consumer interest in the beauty category 
began to dip in August and September. What does this mean for the beauty industry? Has beauty fatigue hit America?

Source: US Google Search data, 2020, 2021, and 2022; Skincare/Hair/Makeup

February May September December



Based on 12-month predicted YoY growth from October 2021 data, trends in green are those that Spate correctly 
predicted and those in red didn’t meet expectations. YoY growth data shown below is from September 2022. 

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing the past 12 months ending September 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).; *Despite current negative YoY 
growth due to a spike in interest from the previous year, these trends are still trending upward overall.

HAIR: 6 of 10 predictions SKINCARE: 5 of 10 predictions MAKEUP: 8 of 10 predictions

Trend YoY ↓

sunscreen mist 20.6%

spf tinted moisturizer 20.2%

cooling globes 12.5%

tretinoin topical 8.6%

tinted sunscreen 8.1%

face spatula -5.9%

hydrocolloid patches* -14.0%

led face mask -15.2%

gua sha stone -20.0%

pimple patch -43.1%

Trend YoY ↓

scalp serum 69.8%

texturizing powder 62.0%

color depositing conditioner 28.9%

hair loss conditioner 23.8%

u part wig 19.6%

hd wig 6.7%

hair loss shampoo -4.2%

rice water shampoo -10.2%

t part wig -14.4%

root smudge -15.5%

Trend YoY ↓

cat eye lashes 89.3%

face bronzer  stick 80.3%

contour stick 59.3%

graphic eyeliner 48.4%

plum lipstick 46.7%

eyeshadow stick 41.3%

white eyeliner 18.4%

satin lipstick 10.3%

colored lash extensions -7.8%

metallic lipstick* -8.0%

2022: SPATE PREDICTIONS



Looking at September 2021 predicted 12-month YoY growth versus September 2022 current YoY growth, makeup and 
hair trends excelled with a majority of predictions coming true, while skincare failed to meet the mark: 

2022: SPATE REFLECTIONS

HAIR: 6 of 10 SKINCARE: 5 of 10 MAKEUP: 8 of 10

Following zealous self-education in 
skincare in 2020, consumers learned that 
not everything works. At the start of 2022, 
Spate emphasized the importance of SPF 
and tretinoin in the consumer skincare 
routine, and they’ve remained faithful to 
this, wavering only in the last two months. 

As for skincare devices, consumers have 
wised up to the marketing gimmicks of 
many tools opting for proven, 
dermatological solutions instead. Cooling 
globes, however, have stood the test of 
time. Consider how consumers are using 
these with their derm-focused 
treatments, rather than relying on them as 
an alternative.

Deep into 2022, the effects of early 
pandemic-era hair loss are still visible in 
consumer hair trends. Hair health, or at 
least the illusion of it, is as vital as ever 
with volume-supporting texturizing 
powder, hair loss conditioners, and wigs. 
Consumers also prefer leave-on solutions, 
as demonstrated by the decline of hair 
loss and rice water shampoos. Trending 
scalp serums point to the increased 
skinification of the hair category that 
Spate has reported over the last couple of 
years. As consumers continue to look for 
ways to treat their hair, there’s room for 
continued innovation in hair loss and for 
products that create the illusion of healthy 
hair while supporting styling.

The makeup category continues to 
demonstrate the broadest range of 
interests. Despite economic turmoil and 
its various uncertainties, consumers still 
adore many trends they loved at the 
start of the year. Color obsession lives 
on with trends like face bronzer stick, 
plum lipstick, and eyeshadow stick. 
However, colored lash extensions and 
metallic lipstick didn’t make the cut. 
Consumers are also still finding ways to 
stand out through graphic and white 
eyeliners. With beauty demonstrating 
notable declines over the last couple of 
months, how can pockets of growth like 
those across makeup keep the industry 
afloat?



2022 TRENDS SPOTLIGHT

SKINCARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



2022 TRENDS SPOTLIGHT

SKINCARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+20.2%
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

A skincare-makeup hybrid, SPF tinted moisturizer speaks to the 
consumer’s desire to multitask. They’re seeking out more from 
their moisturizers — not just SPF, but also a desire for radiance 
and luminosity with a preference for light oil free, sheer formulas. 

Top concerns indicate this trend is beloved by mature and oily, 
acne-prone consumers — two seemingly different audiences. 
Brands catering to these markets should consider how this 
product can serve their different needs. Is it a texture that doesn’t 
settle into fine lines or pores? Is it the multifunctionality that 
enables them to avoid heavy layers of product? How else can 
brands serve two consumer bases (or more) with a single, 
multifunctional product?

RELATED SEARCHES:

Medium Volume 
22.9K average monthly searches

Several Market Leaders
20 market leaders

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

SPF TINTED 
MOISTURIZER

SKINCARE TREND SPOTLIGHT

Benefit Volume↓

radiant 520

oil free 470

illuminating 230

sheer 180

Very Likely

High Competition
7.9K average brand searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

Brand Volume↓

laura mercier 1.3K

drmtlgy 690

nars 400

Concern Volume↓

aging 350

oily 300

mature 140

acne 120



2022 TRENDS SPOTLIGHT

SKINCARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+69.8%
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

Interest in scalp serums began to pick up in September 2021 as 
the trend of skinification of hair continued its expansion. With 
consumers seeking out ingredients popularized through 
skincare — ie, salicylic acid — it’s apparent that they understand 
the correlation between scalp health and skincare. Not to 
mention consumers are even searching for scalp serums to 
treat aging scalps (and hair). Though minimal in search volume, 
searches for aging alongside scalp serums point to a new 
frontier in the skinification of the hair category. In the new year, 
brands should consider ways to bring new skincare tech and 
ingredients to the forefront of hair care innovation. Consider 
new trends in skincare such as “mature skin”, and how those 
can impact the scalp category.

RELATED SEARCHES:

Low Volume 
4.8K average monthly searches

Few Market Leaders
8 market leaders

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

SCALP SERUM
MAKEUP TREND SPOTLIGHT

Brands Volume↓

pura d’or 1.8K

divi 690

kérastase 520

Ingredients Volume↓

biotin 160

hemp 90

apple cider vinegar 60

salicylic acid 40

Very Likely

High Competition
7.2K average brand searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

Concerns Volume↓

thinning 1.5K

dry [scalp] 440

hair loss 220

aging 80



2022 TRENDS SPOTLIGHT

SKINCARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

STATS:

+80.3%
YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH

SPATE POV

Face bronzer stick — one of many stick trends rising this year — 
continues to dominate color complexion products in terms of 
growth. Beloved by consumers across social media for its 
single-swipe color payoff, it makes sense that consumers are 
searching creamy sticks that are highly blendable. 

With consumers asking how to use this product, there’s still room 
for education. Brands with bronzer sticks should capitalize on this 
curiosity and create content to support consumers’ needs. In 
2023, how can brands further aid consumers with innovation 
across complexion with easy-to-use formulas and innovative 
packaging to match? 

RELATED SEARCHES:

Low Volume 
4.4K average monthly searches

Few Market Leaders
2 market leaders

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

FACE BRONZER 
STICK

MAKEUP TREND SPOTLIGHT

Brands Volume↓

benefit 
cosmetics 710

physician’s 
formula 210

clinique 90

Question Volume↓

how to use 90

Very Likely

Medium Competition
4.3K average brand searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

Purchases Volume↓

best 270

review 120

Product Format Volume↓

cream 320



TOP GROWTH BRANDS OF 2022

Source: Google Search data, year-over-year growth comparing the past 12 months ending September 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).

Rank Brand YoY ↓

1 rem beauty 1426.6%

2 neogen 652.7%

3 dibs beauty 467.4%

4 breylee 377.0%

5 salon perfect 346.7%

6 lash ease 229.3%

7 makeup by mario 211.4%

8 wonderskin 198.1%

9 ogee 194.1%

10 gigi gorgeous 192.3%

Rank Brand YoY ↓

1 biotulin 885.7%

2 beauty of joseon 618.6%

3 rhode skin 424.9%

4 peerless skin 421.1%

5 revita 381.0%

6 oznaturals 288.5%

7 skkn by kim 285.8%

8 love & pebble 280.4%

9 milani cosmetics 251.7%

10 carroten 237.7%

Rank Brand YoY ↓

1 jvn 846.3%

2 shark [hair dryer] 556.5%

3 arey grey 386.4%

4 lolavie 313.2%

5 roseglow 259.4%

6 monday haircare 158.8%

7 british m 147.8%

8 alba botanica 122.3%

9 mise en scène 119.8%

10 the beachwaver 105.9%

These brands drove the most significant year-over-year growth (YoY) this year: 

HAIR SKINCARE MAKEUP



TOP INCREASE BRANDS OF 2022

Rank Brand Increase ↓

1 charlotte tilbury 310.1K

2 clinique 150.9K

3 mac cosmetics 146.0K

4 fenty beauty 122.1K

5 nars 114.6K

6 too faced 72.9K

7 elf cosmetics 63.9K

8 rare beauty 61.4K

9 seint 58.8K

10 estée lauder 57.8K

Rank Brand Increase ↓

1 supergoop! 89.1K

2 la roche-posay 81.2K

3 laneige 57.7K

4 drunk elephant 55.4K

5 tatcha 55.0K

6 eltamd 49.1K

7 burt's bees 40.0K

8 goop 32.6K

9 good molecules 27.9K

10 estée lauder 27.3K

Rank Brand
Increase 

↓

1 dyson hair 427.7K

2 olaplex 139.6K

3 mielle organics 62.1K

4 the beachwaver 57.2K

5 redken 51.5K

6 neutrogena 42.2K

7 nutrafol 40.1K

8 amika 37.8K

9 ouai 35.9K

10 k18 30.3K

HAIR SKINCARE MAKEUP

These brands drove the most significant positive change in average monthly search volume this year: 

Source: Google Search data, average monthly search volume increase comparing the past 12 months ending September 2022 vs the 12 months prior (US).



SPATE POV
Through this transparent review of 2022 trend predictions, Spate reflects on both the expected and unexpected. As beauty experts, Spate understands 
the dynamic industry. As data experts, Spate also holds itself accountable to new signals based on social and economic shifts. With four markets 
— US, UK, France, and Korea — now available (and others on the way), Spate will continue to incorporate exciting new data for predictions that 
support brand goals.

With this retrospection and an eye on the months ahead, several emerging themes offer a better understanding of today’s beauty consumer. As 
brands move ahead into 2023, they should consider the following: 

The economy will continue to have an impact. It took a while for news of a recession to impact the beauty category, and its impact has yet to be 
fully felt. With consumers demonstrating decreased interest in beauty, on the whole, understanding the nuance of their desires is now more critical 
than ever before. Don’t sleep on low volume searches either, as they can point towards a passionate audience that will advocate for your brand when 
the right product meets their needs.

Emphasize convenience and usability. Consumers love a stick format, as we’ve seen in makeup this year. They also love a multifunctional product — 
ie, SPF tinted moisturizer for radiance and sun protection, and texturizing powders for volume and texture. How can brands support consumers in 
their quest for easy-to-use products that achieve multiple goals simultaneously? 

Earn consumer trust through education. Gone are the days when brands could slap a pretty label on a product and expect it to take off, no 
questions asked. Now, consumers crave ingredient knowledge and helpful how-to-use tutorials. Brands can support consumers in their quest for 
beauty nirvana — and gain a loyal following in the process — through simple, supportive content and honest educational strategies.



Over 20BN search signals to spot 
the next big trend. 

Start your free trial today.

www.spate.nyc 

http://www.spate.nyc


HEALTH STATS EXPLAINED
HOW BIG IS THIS 
TREND

HOW COMPETITIVE 
IS THE SPACE?

WHO OWNS THE 
MARKET SHARE?

WILL IT LAST?

This metric assesses the size of a trend 
using monthly Search Volume relative to 
its category.

This metric assesses how much of 
organic search are brands-related. It 
represents the top of mind brands that 
consumers search alongside a trend.

This metric assesses the presence or lack 
thereof of a market leader.

This metric assesses the likelihood that a 
trend will continue to grow within the 
next 12 months.

"Very High Volume" trends are well 
established trends among 
consumers.

"High Volume" trends are those with 
high consumer awareness.

"Medium Volume" trends are fairly 
well known by consumers.

"Low Volume" trends have low 
consumer awareness.

"Very Low Volume" trends represent 
emerging niche opportunities.

"Very Low / No Competition" 
indicates there are little to no brand 
searches alongside a trend.

"Low Competition" indicates that 
there are a few brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"Medium Competition" indicates 
that there are some brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"High Competition" indicates that 
there are several brand searches 
alongside a trend.

"Very High Competition" indicates 
there are many brand searches.

"Very Few Market Leaders" indicates 
a market in which very few brands 
own >80% of the share.

"Few Market Leaders" indicates a 
market in which a few brands are in 
high competition.

"Several Market Leaders" indicates a 
market in which there are several 
brands in competition.

"Many Market Leaders" indicates a 
market for which there are many 
brands in competition but no clear 
winners.

"No Market Leaders" indicates a 
market for which there is either fierce 
competition or an emerging market 
with no distinct players.

"Very Likely" indicates a >90% 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to grow.

"Likely" indicates with strong 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to grow.

"Uncertain" indicates an equal 
likelihood that a trend is predicted to 
grow or decline.

"Unlikely" indicates with strong 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to decline.

"Very Unlikely" indicates a >90% 
confidence that a trend is predicted 
to decline.


